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The involvement of viruses and SARS-CoV-2 in autoimmune diseases is well known. The recent demonstration
that ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 Covid-19 (AstraZeneca) vaccine (ChA) favors the production of anti-platelet factor 4
(anti-PF4) antibodies, blood clots, and thrombocytopenia raises the question of whether other anti-CoViD-19
vaccines favor the same patterns of events.
We assessed the frequency of severe adverse events (SAEs) documented in the EudraVigilance European
database up to April 16, 2021 related to thrombocytopenia, bleeding, and blood clots in recipients of ChA
compared to that of recipients of the BNT162b2 Covid-19 (Pfizer/BioNTech) vaccine (BNT).
ChA administration was associated with a much higher frequency of SAEs in each AE Reaction Group as
compared with that elicited by BNT. When considering AEs caused by thrombocytopenia, bleeding and blood
clots, we observed 33 and 151 SAEs/1 million doses in BNT and ChA recipients, respectively. When considering
patients with AEs related to cerebral/splanchnic venous thrombosis, and/or thrombocytopenia, we documented
4 and 30 SAEs and 0.4 and 4.8 deaths/1 million doses for BNT and ChA recipients, respectively. The highest risk
following ChA vaccination is in young people and, likely, women of reproductive age, as suggested by hy
pothesized scenarios.
In conclusion, the immune reaction promoted by ChA vaccine may lead to not only thrombocytopenia and
cerebral/splanchnic venous thrombosis but also other thrombotic and thromboembolic SAEs. These events are
not favored by BNT vaccine. Our study may help in the evaluation of the benefit/risk profile of the ChA vaccine
considering the epidemic curve present in a country.

1. Introduction
The involvement of viruses in autoimmune diseases has been known
for a long time [1]. Indeed, viruses carry amino acid sequences similar to
those of human self-tissues (molecular mimicry), resulting in the pro
duction of cross-reactive antibodies [2,3]. Severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV)-2 also has been demonstrated to
promote dysregulation of humoral immunity and the production of
autoantibodies [4–10]. Among the SARS-CoV-2 proteins, the level of
molecular mimicry of Spike protein with human proteins is very high
[11].
Anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccines determining an immune response against
the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 are the primary method to fight the
pandemic. Real-world studies have described the efficacy of vaccines in
preventing coronavirus disease 2019 (CoViD-19) and severe CoViD-19

disease to be similar [12–14]. On the contrary, the long-term safety
profile of vaccines, particularly concerning rare auto-immune response,
has not been evaluated. In March 2021, ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 Covid-19
(ChA) vaccine made by AstraZeneca has been associated with blood
clots in unusual sites and bleeding events [15]. Subsequently, Grei
nacher and colleagues demonstrated that thrombocyte aggregation is
observed in the presence of anti-platelet factor-4 antibodies (anti-PF4)
[16] and Kowarz and colleagues suggest in a preliminary version of a
manuscript that has not completed peer review at a journal that a spliced
Spike soluble protein derived from the codon-optimized DNA present in
ChA and Ad26.COV2⋅S (AdC) (manufactured by Jansen) vaccines binds
to ACE2 and promotes antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) and
complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) of endothelial cells [17]. In a
further document, European Medicine Agency (EMA) stated that ChA
causes cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) and/or splanchnic
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venous thrombosis (SVT), in the presence of thrombocytopenia in about
10 ChA recipients out of one million doses (OMD) [18]. Though some
co-factors responsible for antibody production have been hypothesized
[19], we evaluated whether the vaccine-derived Spike glycoprotein is
responsible, at least in part, for promoting pro-thrombotic events.
Therefore, we compared the frequency of severe AEs (SAEs) and nonSAEs reported in the EudraVigilance European database [20] following
the administration of either ChA or the BNT162b2 Covid-19 (BNT)
vaccine (manufactured by Pfizer/BioNTech). Both vaccines promote the
expression of Spike glycoprotein, but BNT is based on nanoparticle
mRNA-based technology, unlike the ChA vaccine, which is viral-vector
based [21,22]. Therefore, in theory, each of them has factors that may
synergize with the unwanted effects of the Spike glycoprotein, such as
RNA and lipids (BNT) [23] and viral proteins different from the Spike
protein (ChA). In particular, we aimed to investigate: i) whether the
frequency of SAEs is different in ChA and BNT recipients; ii) whether the
risk is limited to that described by the regulatory agencies; iii) whether
age and sex represent a risk factor; iv) which is the risk in each age
group.

Redmond, WA, USA) table in which were reported AEs single case re
ports specifying: “EU Local Number”, “Patient Age Group”, “Patient
Sex“, “Reaction List PT (Duration – Outcome - Seriousness Criteria)”,
“Suspect/interacting Drug List (Drug Char – Indication PT – Action taken
– [Duration – Dose – Route])”, and the link for download of the original
single case report form.
2.3. Analyses of AE Reaction Groups
We used the in-site tool “Number of Individual Cases By Reaction
Groups – By Seriousness” of EudraVigilance to assess the absolute
number of non-SAEs and SAEs for both vaccines. Data were organized by
the tool in 27 “Reaction Groups”. We excluded from further analyses the
Reaction Groups with <1000 events reported in total between the two
vaccines. Thus, 19 Reaction Groups were considered for further ana
lyses. Excluded Reaction Groups were: “Congenital, familial and genetic
disorders – 14 events”, “Endocrine disorders – 267 events”, “Hep
atobiliary disorders – 462 events”, “Neoplasm benign, malignant and
unspecified (incl cysts and polyps) – 187 events”, “Pregnancy, puerpe
rium and perinatal conditions – 210 events”, “Product issues – 62
events”, “Social circumstances – 802 events”, and “Surgical and medical
procedures – 434 events”.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Data source

2.4. Data normalization

Data regarding reported AEs after administration of ChAdOx1 nCoV19 [reported as “COVID-19 VACCINE ASTRAZENECA (CHADOX1
NCOV-19)] or BNT162b2 [reported as “COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE
PFIZER-BIONTECH (TOZINAMERAN)”] vaccines were obtained from
EudraVigilance [20] using the in-site tools “Number of individual
cases”, and “Number of Individual Cases By Reaction Groups – By
Seriousness”. For in-dept analyses of severe adverse events (SAEs), a list
of single case reports was obtained using the “Line Listing” in-site tool
using the parameters specified below. The AEs single case reports were
downloaded from EudraVigilance on April 20, 2021 and refer to SAEs
added to data bank until April 16, 2021.
Data regarding the total number of ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 and
BNT162b2 vaccine doses administered were downloaded from Euro
pean Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) database
COVID-19 Vaccine Tracker tool [24] on April 16, 2021. They were equal
to 20,869,192 (ChAdOx1 nCoV-19) and 71,210,981 (BNT162b2).
Vaccine-administration data in different age ranges were down
loaded from the ECDC database and refer to “Vaccine rollout overview
week 14th, 2021” (www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/covid-19/vaccine-roll-out
-overview).
Data regarding the sex-based administration of ChAdOx1 nCoV-19
and BNT162b2 vaccines are available from the national websites of
some European countries or from reports provided by the national
medical agencies (countries and agencies are reported in Table S1).

2.4.1. Data normalization using the total number of administered doses
The total number of administered doses was downloaded from ECDC
database using the “COVID-19 Vaccine Tracker” tool for both vaccines
on April 16, 2021. Therefore, the number of events (people with AEs,
SAEs, or death)/million doses was calculated using the following
formula:
[

2.4.2. Normalization of AE data of administered doses by age ranges
For both vaccines, the number of administered doses in different age
ranges (18–24, 25–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, ≥80 years) was taken from
the data of “COVID-19 Vaccine rollout overview week 14th, 2021”
provided by the ECDC database for the available countries (21 out 30)
(Table S2). Not all European countries provided these data. Hence, we
created six simulations to extend the available data to all of Europe. One
of these simulations, “European mean”, takes into account the data of all
21 countries for calculation of the percentage of administration in each
age range. Each of the other five simulations considers the data of 5 of
the 21 available countries chosen in a stochastic manner. For selection of
the countries used in each of the five simulations, all 21 European
countries were numbered using the “ = RAND()” formula provided by
Excel. Therefore, we selected for calculation of the percentage of
administration in each age range only the five countries with the highest
numbers. The countries selected in the five simulations were: Austria,
Finland, Latvia, Slovenia, and Sweden for Simulation 1; Czechia, Ice
land, Italy, Lithuania, and Slovenia for Simulation 2; Austria, Czechia,
Greece, Ireland, and Luxembourg for Simulation 3; Austria, Bulgaria,
Estonia, Greece, and Lithuania for Simulation 4; Czechia, Hungary, Italy,
Portugal, and Sweden for Simulation 5. For both vaccines, the overall
number of doses administered was distributed in the age ranges using
the fraction of administered doses in each age range obtained from the
six simulations employing the following formula:

2.2. Parameters for download of SAEs single case reports
A specific search was undertaken using the “Line Listing” in-site tool
of EudraVigilance using the following parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

total number of events
] × 1, 000, 000
total number of administered doses

Seriousness: serious
Geographic Origin: all selected
Reporter Group: all selected
Sex: all selected
Age Group: all selected
Reaction Groups: all selected
Reported Suspected Reaction: keywords specified below
Gateway Date: 2021

[

number of doses administered in an age range
]
total number of administered doses

Consequently, the number of doses administered to each age range
was obtained by multiplying the total number of administered vaccines
according to the fraction of administered doses.
Data regarding the SAE distribution in each age range were obtained

The keywords we used for AE case reports download are reported in
the Supplementary material.
The output of the “Line Listing” tool is an Excel™ (Microsoft,
2
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directly from the table generated by the “Line Listing” tool of EudraVi
gilance when the age ranges needed for analyses were 18–64 years and
≥65 years, and from the AEs single case report forms if the exact age was
needed.
Each datum that concerned AE frequency normalized for different
age ranges was calculated six times using the percentage of the admin
istered dose obtained in the six simulations, and was reported as the
mean (with SD or 95%CI) of obtained results.

San Diego, CA, USA). We wished to evaluate differences between dis
tribution of age ranges of thrombocytopenic and blood clots, SAEs, and
death events following vaccination with ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 or
BNT162b2 in different age ranges. Hence, significance was calculated
using ordinary two-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparisons posthoc analysis, and multiplicity-adjusted P-values are reported for each
comparison.
If comparing SAEs in age ranges, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
normality test was used on data from each group before statistical
evaluation. The unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction were used if the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test was passed, and the Man
n–Whitney test was used if the Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test
failed.

2.4.3. Normalization of AE data for doses administered according to sex
Data regarding the sex-based distribution of vaccine administration
are available from national websites or reports provided by the national
medical agencies of eight European countries (Table S1). However, data
detailed the sex of vaccinated people but did not state the sex of people
vaccinated with each vaccine. All of these countries showed a similar
sex-based distribution of vaccine administration, with a mean of 60.35%
(95% CI = 56.91%–63.79%) of doses delivered to females, and a mean of
39.65% (95% CI = 36.21%–43.09%) of doses delivered to males.
Moreover, the overall sex-based distribution of administration, calcu
lated on the sum of doses administered in all of these countries to each
sex, showed 59.78% of doses delivered to females and 40.22% of doses
delivered to males. To extend the available data to all of Europe, we
considered it likely that all European countries showed a similar dis
tribution by sex and, based on this hypothesis, we defined a scenario in
which the female:male ratio for vaccine administration was 3:2. We also
hypothesized that in certain countries, for a specific vaccine and for a
specific age range, the female:male ratio might be significantly different
from 3:2. Hence, we also defined two other scenarios in which the ratio
of vaccine administration for females:males was 2:2 and 4:2,
respectively.
Each datum that concerned AE frequency normalized by sex was
reported using these three hypothesized scenarios.

3. Results
3.1. The frequency of AEs and SAEs is higher in ChA than BNT recipients
We first evaluated the number of people who suffered AEs as re
ported by the European EudraVigilance databank and normalized it with
the number of doses of each vaccine administered in European coun
tries. In those who received the BNT and ChA vaccines, we detected
2031 and 8117 AEs/OMDs, respectively, meaning a frequency 4 times
higher in those who received ChA than BNT. This difference may have
been due to: (i) a higher number of AEs at the injection site; (ii) selfresolving systemic AEs due to the response of the immune system to
the vaccine; (iii) the different ages, comorbidities, and sex of vaccinated
people.
Therefore, we evaluated SAEs and non-SAEs affecting different target
organs and other physiological systems (19 AE Reaction Groups), as
reported by EudraVigilance (Table S3) and following normalization with
the number of doses of each vaccine administered in European countries
(Fig. 1A and B). Both non-SAEs and SAEs were more frequent in ChA
than in BNT recipients. The frequency was much higher concerning SAE
(mean: 6.4-fold) than non-SAEs (mean: 3.6-fold).
The higher frequency of “general disorder and administration site

2.5. Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using Prism v.8.0.1 (GraphPad,

Table 1
Differences in AE frequency between young/adults and old vaccine recipients and between ChA and BNT in young/adults and old people. The rate of individual cases is
reported in Table S17.

Severe AEs more
frequent in younger
(>2.0)

cerebral venous
thrombosis
splanchnic vein
thrombosis
thrombocytopenia
other bleeding events

Severe AEs with
similar rate in
younger and older
(2.0–0.6)

Severe AEs more
frequent in older
(<0.6)
a

gastrointestinal
bleeding
cerebral bleeding
other venous
thrombosis
disseminated
intravascular
coagulation
pulmonary
thromboembolism
ischemic stroke

increase of SAE rate
in 18–64 year subjects
vs > 64 year subjects

increase of SAE rate
in ChA vs BNT
in 18–64 year subjects

BNT mean
(95% CI) p
value

ChAdOx1 nCoV19 mean (95% CI)
p value

AE rate of ChA over
the AE rate of BNT
mean (95%CI)

fold risk mean
(95% CI) p value

2.0 (1.7–2.3)
p < 0.01a
2.1 (1.8–2.4)
p < 0.0001
1.9 (1.6–2.2)
p < 0.01a
2.7 (2.3–3.1)
p < 0.01a
1.6 (1.3–1.8)
p < 0.001
0.6 (0.6–0.7)
p < 0.01a
1.2 (1.0–1.4)
p < 0.01a
0.9 (0.8–1.1)
p > 0.05a

5.7 (5.1–6.2)
0.0001
4.0 (3.7–4.3)
0.0001
2.5 (2.3–2.7)
0.0001
2.4 (2.3–2.6)
0.0001
1.6 (1.5–1.8)
0.0001
1.4 (1.3–1.5)
0.0001
1.2 (1.1–1.3)
0.0001
1.0 (0.9–1.1)
0.05

p<

12.7 (12.3–13.2)

p<

3.6 (3.5–3.7)

p<

23.6 (22.6–24.6)

p<

11.6 (10.7–12.7)

p<

4.4 (4.0–4.8)

p<

9.2 (8.8–9.6)

p<

43.9 (41.9–45.9)

p>

1.4 (1.4–1.5)

12.4 (11.2–13.6)
p < 0.01a
12.4 (11.2–13.5)
p < 0.0001
6.6 (6.0–7.2) p <
0.01a
2.5 (2.3–2.8) p <
0.01a
2.4 (2.1–2.6) p <
0.0001
5.9 (5.4–6.5) p <
0.01a
5.9 (5.4–6.4) p <
0.01a
18.8 (17.0–20.6)
p < 0.01a

0.8 (0.6–0.9)
p < 0.01a
0.6 (0.5–0.6)
p < 0.01a

0.9 (0.8–1.0) p <
0.01
0.6 (0.5–0.6) p <
0.0001

24.0 (22.8–25.2)
11.0 (10.3–11.7)

KS normality test failed.
3

increase of SAE rate
in ChA vs BNT
in >64 year subjects

4.7 (4.3–5.1) p <
0.01a
3.4 (3.1–3.7) p <
0.01a

AE rate of ChA
over the AE rate of
BNT
mean (95%CI)
1.9 (1.8–2.0)
0.8 (0.8–0.9)
9.0 (8.5–9.6)
5.1 (4.7–5.5)
2.6 (2.3–2.8)
4.9 (4.5–5.3)
38.0 (35.8–40.3)
1.4 (1.3–1.5)
25.1 (23.5–26.8)
19.1 (17.8–20.5)

fold risk
mean (95% CI)
p value
4.4 (4.0–4.7) p
< 0.0001
6.5 (6.0–6.9) p
< 0.0001
5.0 (4.6–5.4) p
< 0.0001
2.8 (2.6–3.0) p
< 0.0001
2.2 (2.1–2.4) p
< 0.0001
2.7 (2.5–2.9) p
< 0.01a
6.1 (5.7–6.5) p
< 0.0001
17.0
(15.8–18.1) p
< 0.01a
4.0 (3.7–4.2) p
< 0.0001
3.3 (3.1–3.6) p
< 0.0001
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Fig. 1. Frequency of individual cases
with AEs divided into Reaction Groups
following vaccination by BNT or ChA
dOx1 nCoV-19. The frequency of individual
cases of AEs organized by Reaction Groups,
as reported in the EudraVigilance database,
was calculated by normalization of the
number of individual cases with the doses of
vaccines administered in Europe. Non-SAEs
(A) and SAEs (B) are reported. Reaction
Groups with <1000 individual cases (abso
lute number) with AEs are not reported.

condition” SAEs may be explained by a higher frequency of SAEs related
to the site of vaccine injection which are painful but do not affect the
health status of the subjects. In addition to the aforementioned Reaction
Group, SAE’s of the three specific Reaction Groups “nervous system
disorders”, “gastrointestinal disorders” and “musculoskeletal and con
nective tissue disorders” occurred at a 9-fold increase in the ChA as
compared with the BNT vaccine recipients and were very frequent in
ChA recipients (>1500 SAEs/OMDs). In particular, the highest fre
quency was observed in “nervous system disorders” (~3 SAEs out of
1000 ChA recipients). Such differences may have been due to the
different ages, comorbidities, or sex of vaccinated individuals

(Tables S1, S2, S4, and S5). However, it seems unlikely that vaccination
of a different population caused these differences. Indeed: i) the per
centage of people aged ≥80 years vaccinated with BNT was much higher
than that vaccinated with ChA; ii) despite the different policies in
Europe, more people were vaccinated with BNT than ChA if they had
comorbidity. For these reasons, we might have predicted that the SAE
frequency is higher in BNT recipients.
In conclusion, even in the hypothesis that BNT does not cause any
event included in the three Reaction Groups mentioned above (e.g., the
number of SAEs in BNT recipients is equal to that observed in the un
treated population), the frequency of SAEs in each aforementioned
4
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Reaction Group following ChA is > 1000 events per million people
determining hospitalization, risk of patient’s life, permanent lesions or
death. The high frequency of AEs following ChA vaccination in the Re
action Groups “nervous system disorders”, “gastrointestinal disorders”,
and “musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders” could have been
caused by the thrombocytopenia/bleeding and blood clot events
observed in ChA recipients [16,18]. Therefore, we focused our study on
SAEs related to such events.

administered to each age range.
Not all European countries report to the ECDC the number of a
specific vaccine administered to individuals within an age range
(Figure S1) so that we know the age of individuals for less than half of
the administered doses (Table S2). Therefore, we inferred the number of
people vaccinated in each age range with ChA or BNT by knowing the
number of doses administered to the whole European population (with/
without indication of the age range) and the percentage of vaccinated
people in a particular age range (Table S5), calculated based on the
information from the above-mentioned countries.
In individuals treated with ChA or BNT, the CVT SAE frequency was
higher in younger than in older people and was much higher in ChA than
in BNT recipients (Fig. 2A and Table S9). In BNT recipients, the mor
tality rate due to CVT was <0.2 deaths/OMDs in each age range and was
lower than that in ChA recipients, which show a peak of ~6 deaths/
OMDs in the age range 25–49 years (Fig. 3A and Table S10).
The SAE frequency of SVT and thrombocytopenia according to age
are shown in Fig. 2B and C and Tables S11 and S12, respectively, and the
mortality rate due to these SAEs is shown in Fig. 3B and C and Tables S13
and S14, respectively. An analysis of merged SAEs and death events
when considering age is reported in Fig. 2D and 3D and Tables S7, S8,
S15, and S16. Overall, SAE frequency was higher in younger than in
older people and was much higher in ChA than in BNT recipients. The
SAE risk was highest in the age range 18–24 years for people vaccinated
with ChA (~50 SAEs/OMDs in merged SAEs), was decreasing in the age
ranges 25–49 years and 50–59 years, and lower in the >60-year people.
However, even in this age range, the AE frequency in people treated with
ChA was higher than that observed following vaccination with BNT. In
each age range of BNT recipients, <10 SAEs/OMDs were documented in
merged SAEs with a slightly higher risk in young than in old people. The
mortality risk in ChA recipients was high in the age range 18–49 years,
moderate in the age range 50–70 years, and low in the age range ≥70
years (in the latter, mortality was similar to that observed in BNT
recipients).

3.2. The frequency of SAEs related to thrombocytopenia and blood clots is
higher in ChA than in BNT recipients
Out of OMDs administered, 35.5 and 151.4 SAEs related to throm
bocytopenia and blood clots were reported for recipients of BNT or ChA,
respectively (Table S6). If considering that the event frequency observed
in BNT recipients was equal to the frequency of the same event in the
untreated population, then 1 SAE out of ~9000 ChA recipients was
observed (HR > 4). Moreover, following OMD administration of BNT or
ChA, respectively, 4.4 and 13.1 deaths possibly related to thrombocy
topenia/bleeding and blood clots were reported, respectively, repre
senting an excess of ~9 deaths/OMDs (HR = 3) in ChA recipients. Our
data disagree with the data reported by the EMA (1 SAE per ~100,000
doses concerning thrombocytopenia and blood clots) [18].
3.3. In ChA recipients, the frequency of SAEs related to cerebral venous
thrombosis, splanchnic venous thrombosis, and thrombocytopenia is lower
than the frequency of SAEs related to thrombocytopenia and blood clots
To understand the reason for the discrepancy between EMA data and
our results, we evaluated the SAEs due to cerebral venous sinus
thrombosis together with cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT), splanchnic
venous thrombosis (SVT), and thrombocytopenia. We did not evaluate
SAEs in patients with CVT/SVT in the presence of thrombocytopenia but
instead evaluated SAEs in patients with CVT/SVT and/or thrombocy
topenia. Our choice was determined by the following reasoning: i)
physicians may not investigate the platelet level in a patient with
thrombosis; ii) physicians may not investigate the presence of throm
bosis in a patient with thrombocytopenia and bleeding; iii) data relative
to thrombocytopenia may not be available to the physician while
completing an AE report; iv) physicians may not refer to all the events
observed in patients while completing an AE report; v) clinically rele
vant thrombosis and thrombocytopenia may not be evident at the same
time. In fact, a recent EMA document recommended monitoring ChA
recipients with thrombocytopenia for thrombosis and vice versa [25].
Following OMD administration of BNT or ChA, respectively, 0.8 and
10 SAEs caused by CVT, 0.2 and 2.9 SAEs by SVT, and 3.1 and 23.3 SAEs
by thrombocytopenia, respectively, were reported. Following OMD
administration of BNT or ChA, respectively, the risk of death for CVT
was 0.1 and 2.5/OMDs, for SVT was 0.0 and 0.4/OMDs and for
thrombocytopenia was 0.3 and 3.9/OMDs.
Some of the SAEs and deaths reported in the analysis of CVT, SVT,
and thrombocytopenia may be reported in more than one AE category.
Therefore, to evaluate the overall risk to vaccine recipients, we under
took the same analysis considering individual reports with one or more
of the above-mentioned AEs. Following OMD administration of BNT or
ChA, 4 and 30 SAEs, respectively, were reported. The risk of death was
0.4 and 4.8 with the administration of BNT or ChA, respectively.

3.5. In ChA recipients, CVT, SVT, and thrombocytopenia frequency are
similar in young females and males and more frequent in females in fertile
age than males of the same age
It is known that the number of SAEs and deaths in ChA recipients was
higher in females than in males (Tables S7 and S8). These observations
may be dependent upon a higher number of vaccines administered to
females but, in the ECDC database, the number of females and males to
which a vaccine has been administered is not reported. However, some
European countries specify the sex of vaccinated people (Table S1).
Hence, in those countries, we know that more females were adminis
tered a vaccine than males (59.78 vs. 40.22). Therefore, by a coarse
generalization, we hypothesized that each vaccine was given in a fe
male:male ratio of 3:2. We also hypothesized that the female:male ratio
was 2:2 and 4:2. Fig. 4A, B and 4C shows the frequency of CVT, SVT and
thrombocytopenia following administration of BNT or ChA in these
three scenarios. An analysis of merged SAEs when considering age and
sex is reported in Fig. 4D.
Overall, with regard to each SAE and the merged analysis, the SAE
risk was highest in females and males in the age range 18–24 years for
people vaccinated with ChA (~50 SAEs/OMDs). In the age ranges 25–49
years and 50–59 years, the SAE risk in females remained high, and that
in males of the same age decreased. Similar SAE risk was observed be
tween females and males aged >59 years treated with ChA (about 15–25
SAEs/OMDs).

3.4. In ChA recipients, CVT, SVT, and thrombocytopenia are more
frequent in young
It is known that the number of SAEs and deaths in ChA-vaccinated
individuals was higher in younger (<60 years) than older (≥60 years)
people (Tables S7 and S8) [18]. However, the finding may have been
because more vaccines were delivered to younger people. Therefore, we
tried to normalize data with the number of specific vaccines

3.6. ChA vaccine favors not only CVT, SVT, and thrombocytopenia but
also stroke, lung thromboembolism, and other thrombotic and hemorrhagic
events
In our analysis, the SAE frequency reporting CVT, SVT, or
5
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Fig. 2. Frequency of individual cases with specific AEs among BNT and ChA recipients divided into age groups. The frequency of individual cases with
specific AEs divided into age ranges was obtained by normalization of the number of individual cases (Table S7) with the doses supposedly administered to each age
range in Europe at week-14 (Table S2). To evaluate the doses supposedly administered to each age range in Europe we considered the doses administered by the
European countries providing data regarding administration of each vaccine to age ranges (Figure S1) and set up a method to evaluate the variance of the doses (see
the Method sections for details). The frequency (mean ± SD) of individual cases with severe AEs consisting of cerebral venous thrombosis (A), splanchnic venous
thrombosis (B), thrombocytopenia (C), and cerebral venous thrombosis and/or splanchnic venous thrombosis and/or thrombocytopenia (D) are reported. The
frequency of AEs reported in panel D is lower than the sum of AE frequency reported in panels A, B, and C because one individual case may suffer from 2 or 3 AEs
simultaneously. The ordinary two-way ANOVA (Sidak) test was used to assess the difference between ChA and BNT, and “multiplicity adjusted p-values” are re
ported. ns = p > 0.05, and **** = p < 0.0001.

thrombocytopenia in ChA recipients was higher than that declared by
the EMA. This is rational because we investigated AEs due to “blood
clots and/or thrombocytopenia” and not “blood clots and thrombocy
topenia”. However, the SAE frequency included in these three categories
was 20–25% of the 151.4 SAEs/OMDs observed when considering
reporting thrombocytopenia/bleeding and blood clot events. Therefore,
we next evaluated the SAE frequency in young people and adults (18–64
years) and older (≥65 years) people in 10 categories describing
thrombocytopenia/bleeding and blood clot SAEs using the same key
words employed to detect 151.4 SAEs/OMDs in ChA recipients but
grouped for category events. The SAE frequency due to each category in
ChA recipients was higher than that in BNT recipients concerning young
people/adults and older people (Table 1 and Table S17). In the AE
categories “other bleeding events” (more frequent in younger people),
“other venous thrombosis” and “pulmonary thromboembolism” (similar
frequency in younger and older individuals), and “ischemic stroke”
(more frequent in older people) the SAE frequency in ChA recipients
exceeded 10 events/OMDs that observed in BNT recipients. These AE
categories were likely responsible for most of the 151.4 SAEs in ChA
recipients due to thrombocytopenia and blood clots.

hypothesis is more likely. However, a third hypothesis cannot be ruled
out: BNT also favors thromboembolic events, albeit to a lesser extent
than ChA. To investigate whether BNT favors thromboembolic events,
we compared the frequency of certain thrombotic events in the general
population and BNT recipients.
In BNT recipients, 0.8 CVT/OMDs were observed. Recently,
13.2–15.7 CVT cases/1 million persons per year in the general popula
tion have been described [26], a frequency that is similar to that
observed in BNT recipients in our analyses. Indeed, if we consider an
observation period of 0.5–1 months, the frequency of events in BNT
recipients is 9.6–19.2 events/1 million persons per year, suggesting that
the BNT vaccine does not lead to CVT. Moreover, in people aged less
than 65 years and treated with BNT, we found 12.8–25.7 events/1
million persons per year, very similar to that found by Pottegård and
colleagues in vaccine-untreated people aged less than 65 years living in
Denmark and Norway (20 and 10 events/1 million persons per year,
respectively) [27]. These data also confirm that the BNT vaccine does
not favor CVT.
Surprisingly, in evaluating thromboembolic events (overall and
some specific events other than CVT), we found that the frequency of
events was lower in BNT recipients than in the vaccine-untreated pop
ulation. For example, the estimated incidence of overall venous
thromboembolism among European people ranges from 1040 to 1830
events/1 million persons per year [28], and Pottegård and colleagues
found an incidence of overall venous thromboembolic events leading to
hospitalization of 1260–1580/1 million persons per year in
vaccine-untreated people aged less than 65 years [27]. In BNT recipients
we found 35/OMDs (people of any age) and 34/OMDs (people aged less
than 65 years) SAEs related to venous thromboembolic events. If we

3.7. The basal frequency of thromboembolic events in untreated subjects
is similar or higher than the frequency of events following BNT
The data suggest that more thromboembolic events are observed in
ChA than in BNT recipients, suggesting that ChA favors thromboembolic
events and BNT does not or that BNT inhibits thromboembolic events
and ChA neither inhibits nor favors thromboembolic events. Considering
that the BNT vaccine is not a long-term treatment, we believe the former
6
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Fig. 3. Frequency of death due to specific AEs among BNT and ChA recipients divided into age groups. The frequency of death divided into age ranges was
obtained by the normalization of death (Table S8) with the doses supposedly administered to each age range in Europe. To evaluate the doses supposedly
administered to each age range in Europe, we considered the doses administered by the European countries providing data regarding administration of each vaccine
to age ranges (Figure S1) and set up a method to evaluate dose variance (see the Material and methods section for details). The frequency (mean ± SD) of deaths due
to cerebral venous thrombosis (A), splanchnic venous thrombosis (B), thrombocytopenia (C), and cerebral venous thrombosis and/or splanchnic venous thrombosis
and/or thrombocytopenia (D) are reported. The frequency of deaths reported in panel D is lower than the sum of the frequency of death reported in panels A, B, and C
because some patients died due to 2 or 3 AEs. The ordinary two-way ANOVA (Sidak) test was used to assess the difference between ChA and BNT, and “multiplicity
adjusted p-values” are reported. ns = p > 0.05, and **** = p < 0.0001.

consider an observation period of 0.5–1 month, the frequency of events
in BNT recipients is 420–840 events/1 million persons per year (people
of any age) and 407–814/OMDs (people aged less than 65 years), that is
lower than the above mentioned.
As an example of specific events, we considered SVT. In BNT re
cipients, 0.2 SVT/OMDs were observed and, if we consider an obser
vation period of 0.5–1 months, the frequency of events in BNT recipients
is 2.5–5 SAEs/1 million persons per year. In contrast, 55–270 SVT/1
million persons per year in the general population have been described,
including portal, hepatic, and mesenteric vein thrombosis [29–31].
Pottegård and colleagues found a similar incidence of SVT in
vaccine-untreated people under 65 years (40 and 60 events/1 million
persons per year, respectively) [27]. Similar differences are present if we
consider lung thromboembolism (290–780/1 million persons per year in
the general population [27,28] vs. about 84–168 SAE/1 million persons
per year in BNT recipients). The above-mentioned differences and dif
ferences concerning other specific venous thromboembolic events are
reported in Table S18. In conclusion, it appears that vaccine-related
thromboembolic SAEs are underestimated in BNT recipients.

anti-CoViD-19 vaccines (including the one produced by AstraZeneca and
Johnson & Johnson) [22,34,35] and other factors [19]. Therefore, we
analyzed the AEs, SAEs, and deaths following the administration of ChA
or BNT to define their safety profiles in general and related to throm
bohemorrhagic events. More thrombohemorrhagic events labeled as
“severe” in ChA recipients than in BNT recipients (151.4 vs. 35.5/OMDs)
were documented. The much higher SAE frequency in ChA recipients
than in BNT recipients in the three Reaction Groups “nervous system
disorders”, “gastrointestinal disorders”, and “musculoskeletal and con
nective tissue disorders” may have been due, at least in part, to the
higher frequency of thrombohemorrhagic events in ChA recipients.
Among these, SAEs with regard to CVT, SVT, and thrombocytopenia
accounted only for 20–25% of all thrombohemorrhagic events in ChA
recipients. Therefore, thromboembolic SAEs different from the
above-specified are present in ChA recipients and merit further
investigation.
4.1. Does BNT favor thrombohemorrhagic events?
A high frequency of blood clots has been observed in CoViD-19 [36].
Despite healthcare organizations did not alert about an increased risk of
thrombohemorrhagic events following the BNT vaccine, the hypothesis
that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein produced following vaccine admin
istration favors blood clots cannot be excluded. After establishing that
the ChA vaccine promotes more thrombohemorrhagic events than BNT,
we tried to investigate if even the BNT vaccine favors thrombohemor
rhagic events. Comparison between our data and the incidence of events
found in the general population demonstrates that the BNT vaccine does
not lead to an increased risk of thrombohemorrhagic events.

4. Discussion
In March 2021, some SAEs associated with blood clots were
described following ChA administration. In April 2021, the EMA
declared that “The most serious side effects” of ChA “are very rare cases
of unusual blood clots with low blood platelets, which are estimated to
occur in 1 in 100,000 vaccinated people.” The above-mentioned events
are likely due to anti-PF4 Abs production resembling those produced
following heparin administration [16,32,33]. Anti-PF4 Abs production
has been hypothesized to be due to the adenoviral vector used in several
7
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Fig. 4. Frequency of individual cases with specific AEs among BNT and ChA recipients divided into age groups and sex. The frequency of individual cases
with specific AEs divided into age ranges was obtained by normalization of the number of individual cases (Table S7) with the doses supposedly administered to each
age range in Europe. To evaluate the doses supposedly administered to each age range in Europe, we considered the doses administered by the European countries
providing data regarding administration of each vaccine to age ranges (Figure S1) and supposed that the same distribution was present in Europe. For the sex
distribution of vaccine administration, we hypothesized three scenarios: the scenario with female (red):male (blue) = 3:2 is reported with solid lines; the scenarios
where the female:male ratio is 4:2 and 2:2 are reported as dotted lines. The mean frequency of individual cases with SAEs consisting of cerebral venous thrombosis
(A), splanchnic venous thrombosis (B), thrombocytopenia (C), and cerebral venous thrombosis and/or splanchnic venous thrombosis and/or thrombocytopenia (D)
are reported. The frequency of AEs reported in panel D is lower than the sum of the AE frequency reported in panels A, B, and C because one individual case may
suffer from 2 or 3 AEs simultaneously. Statistical analyses were not conducted because we could not establish which vaccine administration ratio for females:males
was the “true” one, and it may be different at different ages. Therefore, the figure can suggest about the different frequency of AEs, particularly when the red area
does not overlap with the blue area (mainly at the age range 25–49 years).

4.2. Why does BNT seem to decrease the risk of thrombohemorrhagic
events?

vaccine for one disease.
4.3. Time between vaccine administration and AE reporting leads to
further underestimation of AE frequency following vaccines

Surprisingly, we found a relevant decreased risk of thrombohemor
rhagic events in BNT recipients. Considering that it is unlikely protection
by BNT vaccine from thrombohemorrhagic events, we hypothesized
three factors leading to underevaluation: i) bias in the selection of
people to be vaccinated, ii) AE underreporting, iii) different lifestyle of
people during the period of CoViD-19 infection which has decreased, for
example, the frequency of infectious diseases, leading to a lower number
of infection-dependent thrombohemorrhagic events. About point (i), we
hypothesize that people affected by a life-threatening disease with a
short-term risk of death may be excluded from vaccination.
Underreporting (point ii) is a well know bias affecting the analysis of
drug-dependent AEs [37,38]. In the case of adverse events following the
administration of the vaccine, the underreporting may be due to the fact
that some thrombohemorrhagic events were not considered as AEs as
they were observed several days after the vaccine or because the event in
people with comorbidities may be attributed to comorbidities itself
rather than the vaccine (and not reported for this reason). For example,
in a cirrhotic patient, SVT is a relatively common occurrence and, even if
it occurs after the vaccination, it may not be attributed to the vaccine.
Therefore, we believe that the best way to assess the frequency of
adverse events after vaccine administration is to compare the frequency
with that of another vaccine. This is the first time comparison between
similar vaccine is possible due to the exceptional circumstances of the
CoViD-19 pandemic and the preparation and use of more than one

In our study, another factor determines an underevaluation of AE
frequency in BNT or ChA recipients. We obtained data concerning the
number of vaccinated people and the number of AEs and SAEs on the
same day. However, it is rational to suppose that AEs were recorded in
the EudraVigilance database 2–3 weeks after vaccination. This is due not
only to the time passed between observation of the AE and its docu
mentation in the database, but also because thrombocytopenia/bleeding
and blood clots due to ChA are observed 6–24 days after vaccination
[33]. Calculations using the number of people vaccinated 2 weeks before
harvesting of AE reports showed a substantial increase in AE and SAE
frequency (Table S19 and Figure S2). Using this approach, the risk of
thrombocytopenia/bleeding and blood-clot events/OMDs in ChA re
cipients was 230 SAEs/OMDs.
4.4. Comparison between the conclusions of Pottegård et al. and our
conclusions
Recently, Pottegård et al. have evaluated the risk of venous throm
boembolic events in ChA recipients [27]. They found a higher than ex
pected rate of CVT with a risk ratio equal to 20 and an excess of 25
events/OMDs. Their results indicate a slightly higher risk level in ChA
recipients as compared to that found by us (12 risk ratio and an excess of
8
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13 SAEs as compared to BNT) (Table 1). However, Pottegård et al. re
ported a risk ratio of overall venous thromboembolic events equal to 2.0
and 110 excess events/OMDs. Our analysis demonstrates an overall
venous thromboembolic SAEs risk ratio of 4.3 and 116 excess even
ts/OMDs and, if we consider the number of people vaccinated 2 weeks
before harvesting of AE reports, the SAEs risk ratio of 4.7 and 181 excess
events/OMDs. Therefore, our data indicate a higher risk in ChA re
cipients concerning overall venous thromboembolic SAEs as compared
to that found by Pottegård et al. The discrepancy may be due to
underevaluation of overall and specific venous thromboembolic
ChA-dependent SAEs by Pottegård et al. in analogy with what we have
observed for the BNT-dependent SAEs (Table S18), as above discussed.

permeability favoring the development of a local inflammatory reaction
through which the production of anti-PF4 antibodies is promoted (hy
pothesis iv) [19].
In conclusion, the mechanisms by which ChA promotes thrombo
hemorrhagic events may be different, it is likely they synergize each
other and it is possible to hypothesize that other still undiscovered
mechanisms are elicited by the vaccine.
4.6. Is the high frequency of thrombohemorrhagic events similar in virusbased vaccines?
AdC is the other virus-based anti-CoViD-19 vaccine authorized by
EMA and FDA. ChA and AdC share several properties, including the use
of a replicating-defective adenovirus (see point ii of paragraph 4.5), the
use of DNA (see point iii) to carry the information for the synthesis of the
Spike protein (see point i). However, they differ also. The dose of virus in
AdC is 3.3 fold higher than that of ChA [40,44], likely implying a higher
burden of Spike protein and adenoviral proteins. Moreover, the kind of
adenovirus is different (human Ad26 and chimpanzee adenovirus, in
AdC and ChA, respectively). Some other vaccines, including the Ebola
vaccine, are Ad26-based vaccines [45]. However, they were not used to
vaccinate millions of people. It is known that in humans, particularly in
sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia, antibodies anti-Ad26 are pre
sent, meaning that Ad26-based vaccines might not work well for these
people [46]. The use in ChA of chimpanzee adenovirus that does not
infect humans may avoid the problem of pre-existing antibodies [43]. If
the presence of anti-adenovirus antibodies changes the frequency of
SAEs is not known. Finally EDTA si present in ChA vaccine but not in
AdC vaccine (see point iv) [40,44].
The frequency of CVST appears to be lower following AdC than ChA
[18,47], but no updated information is available. Therefore we are
analyzing the frequency of thrombohemorrhagic events following AdC
to evaluate if the above-mentioned differences lead to a different fre
quency of SAE following AdC and ChA.

4.5. Why does ChA favor more thrombohemorrhagic events than BNT?
Our study demonstrates a higher frequency of thrombohemorrhagic
events in ChA compared to BNT recipients. Four mechanisms may
explain the observed difference: i) After vaccination, ChA favors the
production of a higher quantity of Spike protein than BNT; ii) The
number of viral proteins in ChA recipients is greater than in BNT re
cipients; iii) The DNA sequence encoding the Spike present in the ChA
vaccine determines alternative splicing of mRNA, leading to aberrant
Spike proteins; iv) non-viral factors present in the vaccine may favor the
development of local inflammatory response.
The first hypothesis has never been investigated. Considering that
the Spike protein has a very high level of molecular mimicry with human
proteins [11] a higher level of Spike protein production may determine a
higher level of immune/autoimmune response with higher levels of
autoantibodies. However, it was suggested in a manuscript that has not
been completed peer review at a journal that thrombohemorrhagic
events are not provoked by antibodies directed against the Spike antigen
[39].
The second hypothesis starts from the consideration that in the ChA
vaccine, more than 2.5 × 108 adenovirus particles are present [40].
Moreover, following the injection of a virus-based vaccine, 28 kbp of
adenovirus genes are delivered to the cell nucleus alongside the
SARS-CoV-2 S glycoprotein gene [41]. A wild-type adenovirus genome
encodes approximately 35 proteins [42]. In the ChA adenovirus genome
fewer proteins are coded because E1/E3 regions are deleted and the E4 is
modified [43] and ChA is replication-defective [41]. However, in a ChA
infected cell line adenoviral gene expression has been detected at very
low levels. Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that not only
SARS-CoV-2 Spike glycoprotein but also adenoviral protein with mim
icry activity are expressed following the vaccine delivery. On the con
trary, following the BNT vaccine just SARS-CoV-2 Spike glycoprotein is
expressed.
The third hypothesis has been suggested by Kowarz and colleagues in
a manuscript that has not been completed peer review at a journal [17].
The authors confirm a previous finding [41] demonstrating that a small
amount of the DNA-derived mRNA coding SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein
undergoes splicing. The mRNA splicings of the Spike protein may show a
different open reading frame after the splicing junction (aberrant Spike
protein), are unable to bind to the membrane of the infected cells, and
are secreted. The aberrant Spike proteins bind to the human ACE-2 re
ceptor expressed on vascular endothelial cells and, when the anti-Spike
antibodies produced in response to the vaccine bind the ACE-2-bound
Spike protein, a local inflammatory reaction is activated either by
antibody-dependent
cell-mediated
cytotoxicity
(ADCC)
or
complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). In turn, inflammation may
favor thrombosis.
Greinacher and colleagues demonstrated that following ChA vacci
nation, anti-PF4 antibodies are observed [16]. It is reasonable to sup
pose that promotion of anti-PF4 antibodies is due to adenoviral proteins
and Spike protein. Moreover, in a very recent manuscript that has not
been completed peer review at a journal, Greinacher and colleagues
demonstrated that EDTA present in the vaccine increases microvascular

4.7. Limitations of the study
Our study had three main limitations. First, when analyzing an AE
database, underreporting of some events and overreporting of other
events can be anticipated. The robust institutional efforts employed to
organize the pharmacovigilance of anti-CoViD-19 vaccines may limit
these biases, but such biases cannot be excluded with certainty. To
reduce underreporting/overreporting biases, we used as control the AE
reported for another vaccine assuming that the reporting bias was
comparable. However, after the EMA declaration of thrombohemor
rhagic events due to the ChA vaccine, ChA-related overreporting in the
weeks following declaration cannot be ruled out. Therefore, we
considered the percentage of deaths following SAEs in BNT and ChA
recipients across age groups (Table S20). If overreporting had been
present in ChA recipients (e.g. hospitalization for epistaxis), the death
rate would have been lower in them. In contrast, the death rate in ChA
recipients was similar or even higher than that in BNT recipients, so
overreporting appears not to be present.
Second, the AE rate in the age groups and sex may be approximate
due to incomplete information regarding stratification of vaccinated
people because: (i) The number of vaccinated people in each age range
was inferred from data given from some European countries; (ii) We
knew the sex of people suffering from an AE but did not know the
number of females and males vaccinated with a specific vaccine in each
age range; however, we believe that the true values fall within the three
hypothesized scenarios; Third, we did not know the health status of
vaccinated people; however, ≥70 years people have been vaccinated
much more with BNT than ChA (Tables S2 and S5) and these people
have a much higher incidence of co-morbidities and, reasonably, of
events reported as SAEs and deaths. Therefore, a higher frequency of
SAEs and death of BNT recipients as compared with ChA recipients
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[16] A. Greinacher, T. Thiele, T.E. Warkentin, K. Weisser, P.A. Kyrle, S. Eichinger,
Thrombotic thrombocytopenia after ChAdOx1 nCov-19 vaccination, N. Engl. J.
Med. (2021), https://doi.org/10.1056/NEJMoa2104840. NEJMoa2104840.
[17] E. Kowarz, L. Krutzke, J. Reis, S. Bracharz, S. Kochanek, R. Marschalek, “VaccineInduced Covid-19 Mimicry” Syndrome: splice reactions within the SARS-CoV-2
Spike open reading frame result in Spike protein variants that may cause
thromboembolic events in patients immunized with vector-based vaccines, Res. Sq
(2021), https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-558954/v1.
[18] EMA - European Medicines Agency, AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 Vaccine: Benefits and
Risks in Context, 2021. https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/astrazenecas-covid19-vaccine-benefits-risks-context.

5. Conclusions
Differences among humans (genetics, epigenetics, sex, age) make
some people much more prone to autoimmune reactions and more
sensitive to rare AEs [48]. We here demonstrate a higher rate of
thrombohemorrhagic events in ChA than BNT recipients. Specifically,
CVT, SVT, and thrombocytopenia were more frequent in young people
(18–24 years) and adult females (25–60 years). In BNT recipients, the
frequency of thrombohemorrhagic events, including CVT, SVT, and
thrombocytopenia, was not increased compared to that in the general
population. Thus, vaccine-dependent production of the Spike protein
may be a cofactor that favors serious thrombohemorrhagic adverse
events, but it is not the only reason.
Our data may aid the evaluation of the risk-benefit ratio of the ChA
vaccine taking into account the age and sex of the vaccinee, Covid-19
risk, and the depth of the pandemic in a particular country. The riskbenefit ratio of vaccines has to be evaluated more carefully in coun
tries with low infection rate levels and when herd immunity is almost
reached.
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